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arrufada
It means curved, curved, which is not straight. 

arrufo
In Nautical it is the natural construction curbatura that a boat has, with respect to the level of bow and stern or the
waterline. 

arruinar
It means to devastate, destroy, raze, devastate, ravage.  It is also spoiling, spoiling, disrupting.  In Colombia it also
means harming.  Lose all properties. 

arruinarse
Falling into ruin, be in bankruptcy. Illiquid, broken. Lose all the acquired goods.

arruí
It's one of the common names of a goat-like animal.  It is also known as mountain goat of Mount Atlas, Ram of Berberia,
arrui, Muflon of the Atlas.  Its scientific name is Ammotragus lervia and belongs to the Bovidae family.

arruma
In Nautical and Marinery is one of the divisions that is made to the hold of a ship in the cargo area.  It can also be an
inflection of arrumar, which means to pile, stack, encarrar, accumulate, agglomerate, overcrowd, collect, gather. 

arrume
In Colombia wants to say heap, stack, quantity, cluster, agglomeration, set of things on top of each other.  It is also used
to designate a large number of objects.  Many, quantity, quantity, numerous.  It can also be a cooing inflection, which
means stacking, stacking, stacking, piling, accumulating, crowding, crowding, copying, gathering.

arrunchar en colombia
It means lying down accompanied and covered with blankets to escape the cold.  Shelter, shelter. 

arrurruz
It is the name of a plant also known as sago, maranta, amaranth or achira.  From it is extracted a flour very desired to
prepare food.  Its scientific name is Maranta arundinacea and it belongs to the Marantaceae family. 

arsácida
Arsacid is incorrectly written and should be written as "Arsacid ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Arsacid.  Name of dynasty of Kings births in ancient Iran.  It was founded by Arseces I, they ruled Parthia and Armenia
among the 247 and 224 to.  of C.  They were succeeded by the Sassanians.

arsine
It's the English name for a toxic substance.  In Spanish it is called arsano, arsina or arsenic hydride ( AsH3 ).  which is a
gaseous inorganic compound at room temperature.  According to UIPAC or the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry.



arsine
It's an English word meaning arsina.  Arseine is an inorganic and flammable gaseous chemical compound.  It is also
referred to in Arsénico or Arsenic Hydride.

arsonfobia
Irrational and unhealthy fear of fire.  Also exaggerated fear of getting burned. 

art decó
Name of a movement in the Decorative Arts that had greater splendor between 1920 and 1939.  He influenced
Architecture, Painting, Fashion and Design.  Movement in decorative arts led by French in the third and fourth decades
of the twentieth century. 

artaban
Name of a supposed Fourth Wizard King, who would have visited Jesus in Bethlehem.  Character in the short story The
Other Wise Man, written by presbyterian pressbitero Henry Van Dicke.  Male name of Persian origin, Name of four
Parthian kings.  Name of a brother of Darius I (King Achaemenid of Persia).  Name of a general of Xerxes (another king
of Persia), 

artabano
It is a male name of Persian origin.  It means glory of Artah (Persian God of Justice).  Fair, orderly, sincere.  Artaban is
also used.  Name of the possible fourth Wizard King.  Name of four Persian Kings, a Brother of Darius I and a General
of Xerxes. 

artabán
Name of the alleged fourth Wizard King.  It is presumed that he arrived late.  In Basque it is called Artabide.   , 

artabide
It is a surname of origin Turkish Vasco.En means Artaban ( Alleged fourth King magician ).

artalasto
Cereal cane separated from grain, usually rye or corn.  Corn straw .  Straw. 

artaleak falta
They are two words of Basque language. Artleak means grains and lack means disappeared.

artefacto
It means made with the hands, built, elaborated, manufactured.  Ingenuity, apparatus, instrument, mechanism,
contraption, artifice. 

artejo
It can be each of the parts that make up the legs or limbs of an insect.  Knuckle, articulation, segment, joint.  It can also
mean additional tissue.  or leftover.

artemisa



In Greek mythology she was a sister of Apollo, daughter of Zeus and Leto, who was characterized by being free and
vindictive.  Goddess of hunting and animals.  It is the common name of several medicinal plants.  One of them is the
Artemisia vulgaris, also known as artemega, scintid, yuyo chrysanthemum, St. John's wort and madra.  It belongs to the
family Asteraceae.  Others also so named are of the same genus Artemisia (and family Asteraceae) and are also
medicinal.  An example is millennial or bravious parsley, also called bastard artemis.  Its scientific name is Achillea
millefolium .  Another is Chinese wormwood or sweet wormwood, which some call Chinese Artemis.  Its scientific name
is Artemisia annua.

artera
It means dangerous, with bad intent, with the intention of causing harm or evil. 

artero
It means traitor, treacherous, scalpel.  It is also synonymous with malicious, ladino, cunning, fallacious, disguised, sly. 

artes pláticas
The correct term is fine arts.  It refers to the various art forms in which works can be molded.  There the sculpture,
architecture, ceramics and even painting can have.  College career.

artesa
In Colombia it is another way to call a punt, which is a kitchen container made of different materials and used for
kneading or grinding grains.  It is also usually called gamella, chorote. 

artesiaga
artesiaga is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Artesiaga; is proper name )" being its
meaning:<br>Artesiaga is a town in the northern part of the region of Navarre, very close to the 40 muga; milestone or
boundary ) with France.

arthur
It is the English version of the male name Arthur.  It is of Celtic origin and means strong like a bear.  Name of a Brazilian
footballer, whose full name is Arthur Melo.  He plays as a midfielder and currently plays for Fiorentina in Italy. 

artibeus fimbriatus
It's the scientific name for a bat class.  belongs to the family Phyllostomidae .  The word Artibeus, which is the name of
the genre means with a straight or precise path.  It flies very accurately.  Fimbriatus means with fringes or orlas.  It has
ornaments.  It is known as fringe bat or leaf bat.   (they have a great protuverence above the nose similar to a leaf or
ear, which serves them as radar).

artibeus lituratus
It is the scientific name of a bat, which is found in Central, South America and the Caribbean.  It is from the family
Phyllostomidae (with leaves in the mouth).  They are mostly frugivorous.  Artibeus, which is the name of the genus
means straight or precise flight and lituratus refers to the "leaf" that has above the nose, ( laughable).

artificial
It means it is the result of man's work.  Artifice, work, art.  It may also mean that it is not natural or original, that it has
been modified, altered or modified.  Which isn't real.  Crafted, built, imitated, counterfeit, synthetic, fictional, fake.



artificio
Relating to art.  It's an ingenious resource for doing something easy and fast.  Skill, ingenuity, resource.  In mathematics,
a resource for getting a certain answer. 

artificiosas
It means it's neither natural nor simple.  It lacks naturalness and simplicity.  It can also mean that it covers something or
simulates it.  Artistic, elaborate .  They are the product of ingenuity.

artimaña
Misleading resource to take advantage.  It means trick, maña, trap, strategy, arguing, artifice, ardid, triquiñuela, trick,
ploy.

artimañas
Plural of ruse .  Skilled and disguised actions generally used or performed with bad intent.  Acts carried out with intent to
deceive, harm or harm .   .  Tricks, tricks, tricks, tricks, tricks.

artífice
It means person who executes or does something.  Author, operator, worker, worker, producer, filmmaker, craftsman,
performer, menestral.

artropia
artropia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Atrophy" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
about atrophy. It is the lack of development in one part of the body. Decrease in the volume or the size of an organ or
organic tissue, either physiological or pathological causes.

artroscopia
It is the name of an image that is obtained inside a joint, inserting a small camera using a minor surgical procedure.  It is
a medical procedure for obtaining images inside a joint.  It is ambulatory and does not require general anesthesia. 

arturo
Name of male of Celtic origin and means as strong as a bear.  The name of King of England.

aruba
It is the name of a Caribbean island, whose capital is Oranjestad (Orange City).  It is called The Island of Happiness.  It
is a Constituent Country of the Netherlands. 

aruco
It is one of the names we give to a large bird in the Llanos of Colombia.  We also tell them scream, Impetigo, Hornbill,
scream aruco, cienaga, experts, kamichi Screamer Vulture.  Its scientific name is Anhima cornuta and belongs to the
Anhimaceae family.

arué
In Portuguese, it means soul, spirit of the dead.  In Argentina is a surname.  Surname of an Argentine sociologist,
University Professor, called Raúl Arué.



arugula
The correct term is arugula, tilde.  It is one of the names given in Spain to pampirlo or jaramago.  It is one of the
common names of a vegetable or leafy vegetable.  There are three different species: Eruca vesicaria , Diplotaxis
tenuifolia and Diplotaxis muralis .  They belong to the brassicaceae family.  It is also often called arugula, ruca,
caterpillar, ruthete, and jaramago. 

aruhaco
The correct term is Arhuaco.  It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people who live in the Sierra nevada de Santa
Marta, sharing it with Coguis and Damanas.  They belong to the Chibcha family.  It's also the name of the language that
people speak.  These Indians are also called Ike or Ikú.  There is a possibility that the question is for Arahuaco, which is
the generic name of several indigenous peoples surrounding the Antilles and the Caribbean, but who belong to families
other than Chibcha.

arupo
It is one of the common names of an ornamental tree.  It is deciduous and has pink or white flowers.  Its scientific name
is Chionanthus pubescens and belongs to the Olecaceae family.

aruta
It is the surname of an Italian footballer, his full name is Sossio Aruta and currently has 47 years.  Even play as a centre
forward.  In biology is a genus of moths of the family Lymantriinae, which have very stinging larvae.

arúgula
It is one of the names that referred to the vegetable which is 3 different species ( Eruca sativa, Diplotaxis tenuifolia and
Diplotaxis muralis ).  Other common names given to them are: rucola, Arugula, Caterpillar, ruqueta and Arugula.  It is the
family Brassicaceae ( formerly Cruciferae ).  It has culinary uses in dishes with pasta.  It is of Mediterranean origin.

arvejas
Peas or popularly known as " Peas "   ( both terms are correct ) they are a legume herbaceous plants with fruit pods of
green.  Its scientific name is Pisum sativum.  Often they also say pea or pea.

arza
Rope or tackle used in boats to hoist loads, candles or flags.

arzario
In Colombia it is one of the names of an indigenous people, settled in the Departments of Guajira and Cesar and
belonging to the Chibcha family.  They are also often referred to as Sanja or Wiwa. 

arzobispo
He is a cleric or religious with an authority superior to that of the Bishop and inferior to that of a Cardinal.  Religious who
rules in the Archdiosesis. 

as
Letter from the deck, one in each suit.  The best, which stands out, which wins.

as de oros



Face of greater value in the game of the Spanish deck.  In the Tarot is the deck that symbolizes wealth and prosperity. 
it belongs to the Earth element and reflects material goods.  Letter with a coin.  In Colombia there is a flour company
called "Haz de Oros" (its symbol is a bunch of ears of wheat).  It is from the Department of Valle del Cauca.   Colloquially
it means the most important, the most valuable. 

as-as
It is one of the common names of a tree of the Rubiaceae family, in the Philippines.  Its scientific name is Ixora arborea
or Pavetta arborea.  It is synonymous with Ixora coccinea or Pavetta chinensis.  It is also called goraví or torch tree.  It is
an ornamental species. 

asa
It means handle, handle, grip.  It was also the name of an ancient Chalkidiki city in Ancient Greece, also known as
Asherah.  Name of a city in the U.S. state of Kentucky  Name of a Russian river in the Caucasus. 

asabeche
I think that the question is pickled or Jet.  If it is marinated is a pickled food.  Jet means black, very dark.

asacán
In Colombia ASACAN is an acronym for the Association of accommodation of La Candelaria in Bogota (Colombia).  It is
also synonymous with rogue, Rascal, pillo, malandrín, infamous.  Azacan (with z), is a person who is dedicated to run
humble work.  Waterboy, wineskin.

asaccus
It means he assaults, assailant.  It is a genus of reptiles in the gecko family.  They are endemic to the Arabian Desert.

asai
It's one of the names of a South American palm tree.  It is also known as Manaca, Huasaí, Palma Murrapo, Naidí.  Its
scientific name is Euterpe oleracea and belongs to the Arecaceae family.

asaí
It is one of the names of a South American palm tree.  It is also known as manaca, huasaí, palm murrapo, naidí.  Its
scientific name is Euterpe oleracea and belongs to the family Arecaceae.

asalmonado
In Colombia, it means having the shape of salmon.  That resembles the salmon.  Color of salmon flesh. Salmon. 
Orange-pink.  Color of the flesh of the Salmon (Salmo salar) produced by carotenoid called astaxanthin pigment.

asambleísta
Person who participates in an assembly.  Person attending an assembly.  Person who has the legal right to participate in
an Assembly. 

asanaas
Asanaas or asanas, are the different postures that are practiced in Yoga to achieve that unite the body and mind (the
physical part and the spiritual being).



asap
It's the name of a New York rapper.  Its full name is Asap Rocky .  Name of a Rock Band, created by Adrian Smith. 
Name of a Spanish Music Group .

asaz
It is a term that is prepended to an adjective to avoid using a superlative.  It was used old and is now little used (only by
grandparents).  You can replace the quantity adverbs quite, too much or too much.

asá
It's a turning point of grilling.  Which means putting the meat on the grill. 

ascanio
In Colombia it is a little used male name and also a surname of Spanish origin.  In the Greece and ancient Rome was
the same Julo or Yulo, creator of the lineage of the Julos who were predecessors of Romulus and Remus.

ascarda
It is the name of a store for purchases online at Amazon.

ascencionismo
It is the same sport climbing, mountaineering or climbing ( in America climbing 41.

ascendencias
You want to tell where it comes from, who are their ancestors, parents or ancestors.  Family origin of someone.

ascendiente
It can mean that it goes up, that it goes up.  Ascending.  It also means ancestor, ancestor.  A person from whom there
are descendants or successors.  Person who precedes someone in their picture or family tree (parents, grandparents,
great-grandparents, etc.).  Ancestor , predecessor , progenitor , precursor . 

ascensiones
It means rises, escalations, climbs, climbed, comebacks, perched.

ascenso
It means to move up in grade or category.  Promotion or degree to something of higher rank or authority. 

asceta
It means hermit, hermit, anacoreta, monk, penitent, cenobita.  Living in isolation, alone or in retirement. 

asclepia
It is a genus of plants, also called Asclepias.  They were dedicated to Asclepius, Asclepius or Aesculapius, god of the
Medficina and the Healing of the Romans.  They are also called milkweed, common milkweed, Syrian milkweed or
thlalayotl.  They belong to the Family Apocynaceae and there are more than 200 species.  This family is also often
referred to as Asclepiadaceae.  They are basic for the metamorphosis of the Monarch butterfly since it is host of
caterpillars and base of the feeding.  The most representative species is Asclepias syriaca.  . 



asclepio
It is another way of calling the Greeks Aesculapius the god of medicine of the Romans.  The Greeks also called them
Asclepios. 

asco
Feeling disgust, which produces nausea and desire to vomit.  It generates repulsion.

ascopena
It is the exaggerated and unjustified contempt for something.  It is the feeling of disgust or rejection towards someone
mixed with a certain sorrow, compassion and shame. 

ascos
Container or vessel of pottery of ancient Greece.  It was like a wineskin or leather boot and had the wide mouth.  Askos,
asco.

ascórbico
Name of an acid that is present in citrus fruits.  It is known as Vitamin C.  It is a colorless and tasteless crystal. 

ascuas
Rest of brasa, blight or incandescent material.  It means embers, fire grilled.  fire blight, flame.  In Colombia it also
means uncertainty, you capsize, duda.  Confusion, hesitation, concern.

asdasd
Immediate response to a question in the chat or internet games, in which the real response is unknown.  Evident
surprise and ignorance.  It is the sequence to the right and backwards from the first letters of the keyboard to the left
side.  Asdsa means nothing, but reflects confusion, surprise and ignorance.

aseadísimo
It's a superlative of neat.  It means very neat, very clean. 

aseados
It means clean, hygienic.  Clean, impeccable, careful.

asediar
It means fence, corner, besiege, surround, lock, confine, enclose, corner. 

asedios
It is the plural of siege.  It means harassment, site, fence, lock, cornering, isolation, rodeo, nuisance, annoyance.

asegura
It is an inflection of ensure.  It means confirm, ratify, tie, fix, strengthen.

aseguradora



Company that is dedicated to the insurance trade.  Nickname given in Colombia to a player of the women's team of La
Equidad (nicknamed "Las Aseguradoras") . 

asen
It is an inflection of asir.  Third-person singular of the present indicative.  Mean catch, seize, take, hold, catch, hold on,
imprison, seize, secure.

asenso
It is inflection of nodding.  It means acceptance, conformity, agreement, consent.  ascent, approval, permission,
approval.  Acquiescence. 

asensos
It is the action or effect of nod, OK, agree, agree.  Pacts or agreements.

asepsia
It means clean, free of germs that can cause an infection.  A method used to keep a site germ-free.  Sterilization. 

asepticismo
Act without passion and neutral way.  You want to say objectivity, impartiality, neutrality, Objectivism, dispassion,
coldness, equanimity.

asequible
It means that it is within the possibilities of purchase, which reaches the budget.  That can be achieved or achieved. 
That is within the market and the budget alternatives.

asere
It is a form of greeting between men in Cuba, it is something like salute you or best friend, Mr.  It is a very colloquial and
frequent greeting.  It is a term of African origin.

aserradero
Place where pieces of wood are taken from freshly demolished trees.  Place where saws, using saws, tear down trees
and cut pieces of wood.  Sawing site . 

aserrador
Person who has the job of handling a saw.  In Colombia, person who tears down trees and saws wood. 

asertividad
It is the quality of knowing their rights, defend them vehemently, respecting the rights of others.  It is also the quality of
expressing something that is thought or felt, in a way appropriate and understandable, without offending or affect others.
 It is the halfway point between passivity and aggressiveness, we interact with decision and respect.  Form or way of
acting balanced, fair and consistent.

aserto
It is the action or effect of assert, confirm, tell the truth.  Assertion, claim, confirmation, affirmation, Declaration,



manifesto.

asesar
It means thinking, analyzing, putting brains, acquiring sanity.  Study, examine.

asesinado
You mean shot dead, a murder victim, a murder victim.  Inflection for murder.

asesinados
Who suffer murder.  They die from a homicide.  Inflection of murder, which means killing, immolate, annihilating,
annihilating, annihilated, immolated, liquidated, dead. 

asesinar
It means killing, killing, committing aggravated homicide (usually with premeditation and treachery). 

asesinatos
It is synonymous with killings.  Facts that causes death to another person, through the use of weapons, in a violent way. 
The murders are crimes that the murderers committed.

asesino o forajido
Killer or outlaw are synonymous with bully, robber, murderer, criminal, Bandit, thug, Bandit, facineroso, malandro,
malevo, jumper, criminal, malandrin.

asestado
It is an inflection of strike.  It means to hit, paste, download, shake, clubbing, throwing.

asetu signifiado
Asetu is a word of the Basque language, which means satisfied, full, full, compliant.

asélidos
It is the castilianization of the word Asellidae.  It is the name of a family of Freshwater crustaceans, called popularly
water lice or bed bugs.

asépticamente
It means aseptically.  It means infection-free.  In a sterilized, clean, hygienic, sanitized way.

asfixie
It is an inflection of choke.  It means Miss air, not being able to breathe, anoxia.  Overwhelmed, suffocation.

asgard
In Scandinavian or Norse Mythology, House or Abode of the Gods.  Garden of the Aces or the Gods.  Fictional planet of
the Asgardians.  It was ruled by Odin. 



ash
Ash is a word of the English language which means ash.

ash
Ash or Ax are two common names that referred to Fresno 40 trees; trees of the genus Fraxinus ) , in the family
Oleaceae.  They also tell them Ornos or Park.

ashapatas
ashapatas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Hostesses" still its meaning:<br>The correct term is
hostesses. So they called on Colombia to the auxiliary's flight, aeromozas, cabineras, crew or ladies who serve
passengers on a plane.

ashe
Surname of a great black American tennis who became no. 2 in the world.  He won 3 times as a player and 2 times as
Captain Davis Cup team of the United States.  He was the first African American in the United States Davis Cup team. 
His full name was Arthur Robert Ashe Jr.  He died at age 50 of age, in 1993.  To date is the only man in black who won
the Australia open, Wimbledon and United States open titles.

ashenté
It is a kind of potato, with scientific name Witheringia plant meiantha and is of the family Solanaceae.

ashhua
ashhua is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ASHUA" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
ASHUA, which stands for Association syndrome hemolytic uremic atypical. It is ASHUA, a platform and an organization
in Spain to help patients and their families in the management of this ultrarara disease.

ashimagari
It is the name of a maligo demon or spirit, within Japanese culture and mythology.  It is characterized by attacking the
walkers of the night. 

ashira
It is the name of the Mother Goddess of the ancient Semitic religion.  It was also called Asherah, Asratu, Asartu, Aserdu
(or Aserdus) or Asertu (or Asertus).

ashisarre
It is a word which means ash in Zulu language.  Our word has originated from this word scorch, scorch, which means
burning, blazing, incinerated, become ashes.

ashly
It is an English language word meaning ash, ashen, which has the appearance or characteristics of ash.  It is also used
as a woman's name: It is of English origin and means fresh and clear woman.  Ashley variant . 

asia
Asia is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Asia; it is proper name ) being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is 40 Asia; it is proper name ).  Eastern continent.  Continent with the most ancient civilizations, the most populated and



the highest mountains.  In Greek mythology, the name of a nymph daughter of ocean and Tethys, sister of Europe.

asiago
The correct term is fateful.  It means unlucky, unfortunate, hapless, ill-fated, unfortunate, unhappy, tragic.

asiatheriidae
It means Asian possum, possum of Asia.  It is the family name of extinct mammals.  They were part of the so-called
Cretaceous metatheries.

asicalao
asicalao is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Grooming." being its meaning:<br>The word is misspelled, as it
should be grooming. It means well-dressed and well-groomed. Clean and decorated. It can also mean clean and
especially burnishing the bladed weapons.

asidero
In Colombia we use grab bar as a synonym for handle, handle, handle.  Support point, pretext, excuse.

asiduamente
Assiduously, persistent, repeated.  It means that it has continuity, which is done very often, repetitively.  Which is habit
or custom.  In Colombia it is used as a synonym for continuously, constantly, persistently, often, usually, customaryly.

asiduo
In Colombia used as continuous, constant, persistent, frequent, regular, customary, customary, fulfilled, punctual.  It
means having continuity, which makes it very often.

asiento
In Colombia, chair, sun furniture, stool.  It is also a way of calling the precipitate that forms in some liquids or drinks. 
Cuncho , sieno , concho , sediment , precipitate , erases .  Each of the seats or seats of a public service or air transport
vehicle.  Location fixed to each spectator in a theater or cinema.  Inflection of aswentar or settle . 

asignatura pendiente
It is an expression to designate something that has not been met, goal to be met, missing in the achievements. 
Achievement or success that has not been achieved . 

asilo de ancianos
Nursing home. Nursing home. Hostel for the elderly. Protection of the elderly. Geriatric home. Site where elderly people
are to have a care with affection and good conditions of life, generally with all required medical attention.

asimilistas
In Puerto Rico, person who belongs to the political party or practices assimileism.  A person who accepts as his own
something that is strange or alien to him, which is not of his culture or custom.  Specifically in Puerto Rico are people
who agree to be governed by the United States, accept the English language and feel American.

asincerarse



It means speaking clearly and telling the truth.  Speak honestly.

asió
It is an inflection of the grab.  It means seize, catch.  Synonym caught, it seized.

asió
It is an inflection of the grab.  It means seize, catch.  Synonym caught, it seized.

asiri
It means smile, joy, smiling.  It is a word of Quechua origin and is used as a woman's name. 

asirle
It is an inflection of asir. It means to seize, take, take, hold, catch, hold on, imprison, apprehend, reach, lock, apprehend,
clamping.

asistencia
In football slang pass, pass goal .  It means concurrence, influencence, presence, relief, auditorium, aid, relief,
collaboration, shelter.

asistidor
Person or player making assists.  It collaborates or helps someone achieve a goal.  Excellent pin.  Player who precisely
enables a teammate for his team to achieve maximum scores, so many or goals. 

asnas yoga
asses yoga is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Asana" being its meaning:<br>In the practice of Yoga,
asana is a relaxation of the practitioner sitting position.  Firm and relaxed sitting in Yoga position.

asnito
Disgusting ass.  Little donkey.  Borriquito, burrito.

asno
It is one of the ways to call an equidae of small size.  Brutus, donkey, borrico.  Rude and unwise person.  Donkeys ,
gross . 

asnos
Plural of ass .  It is a way of calling an equidae of small size.  Brutes , donkeys .  Rude and un-intelligenceed people. 

asociado
It means participant, united, glued, affiliated.  That is part of a society or an association, member.  Gathered, twinned,
enrolled, incorporated. 

asojitese
asojitese is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Asojitese; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Means hold on



strong, does not slip out.

asojítese
To say hold strong.

asolar
In Colombia, it means razing, kill, destroy, devastate, ruin, loot.

asomadas
It is an inflection of lean.  It means shown, let see, appear, exit, teach, demonstrate, arise.  Be in a window looking in the
distance.

asomo
It is an inflection of lean.  It means that I prop to a window to watch.  Watch with discretion.  Indication, signal, trace,
footprint, test, track, trace, trace, brand, evidence.

asopos
The correct term is Asopos ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of an ancient town of Laconia in Greece.  It is also the name
of a large oil tanker.  Asopos was also the God-River in the Peloponnese.

asoroso
The correct term is random.  It means to cause fear, that intimidates.  Dangerous, unsafe and risky.

asoto
ASOTO, is the abbreviated name of Asoto Technology Group S. A. S., which is a company of 40 Medellin; Colombia )
leader in the protection and recovery of data ( information ) with 22 years of experience and broad recognition in many
countries of the world.

aspa
Propeller of an airplane or a helicopter.  Cruz, sign or sign mathematician of the multiplication.  Letter x (equis).  Outside
of a windmill.  In the plural, blades, it is the surname of a great Spanish footballer (Iago Aspas Juncal, of the Celta de
Vigo).  Inflection of aspar, which means, annoy, bother, annoy.

aspadoraz
aspadoraz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aspadoras" as meaning:<br>Aspadoras are mechanical,
motorized, lawn Clippers used beaters to execute their work. They are useful for trimming grass in large areas such as
sports fields for soccer, golf or polo fields.

aspas
It means propellers, rotating blades, rotating blades.  Rotors of a helicopter .  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 
Surname of Spanish footballer, called Iago Aspas Juncal , player of Celta de Vigo .  He has a brother named Jonathan. 

aspasia
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of Axiocus and was the wife of Pericles.  Once the widow of Pericles she



became a lover of Lysicles.  She was a teacher, philosopher and speaker.  It is also known as Aspasia of Miletus. 
Name of an asteroid . 

aspaviento
It means ademan, demonstration, gesture, gesticulation, complaint, visa.  In Colombia it is also used to mean unfulas,
pretension, vanity, pride.

asperción
The correct term is spraying, with s.  Spray or spray action and effect.  It means distributing or spreading something
liquid under pressure, in very small or fine droplets, in the form of dew, cloud or drizzle and using special equipment.  It
is a form of irrigation, with microdroplets or droplets.  It is synonymous with fumigating, blurring, spraying, watering,
showering, moistening, micro-stying, misting, splashing, wetting.

asperezas
Plural of roughness.  It means roughness, wrinkle, Ripple, inequality, overhang.  It can also mean disagreements,
conflicts, contradictions, problems.  Rods.

asperjado
It is an inflection of sprinkling. It means spray, spread, spray, hisopar. It is to spread a liquid in the form of small droplets.
Spray.

aspidelaps
It means poisonous snake.  Which belongs to the Elapidae family.  They are poisonous snakes from southern Africa.

aspidites
It means shield-building.  It is a genus of constrictor snakes in the family Pythonidae.  They are found in Australia.

aspidomorphus
It looks or has the form of a venomous snake.  They are very venomous sea snakes belonging to the Elapidae family.

aspiración
It means longing, desire, hope, dream.  Pretention or eagerness.  Action or effect of vacuuming.  It can also mean
breathing, inhalation, sighing, panting, inspiration.  Introduce air or an aroma into the lungs.  Smell. 

aspirante
It means candidate, suitor, postulant.  Person who aspires to opt for a degree or achieve a goal (achievement).  Who
aspires, longs or desires. 

aspirar
It means to yearn, to desire, to pretend.  It can also mean breathing, inhaling, sighing, panting, inspiring.  Smell. 

aspirina
This is the trade name that Bayer Laboratories has given to AAS or Acetyl-Salicylic Acid.  It is a salicylate, or a
substance that is used to stop the production of certain natural substances that cause fever, pain, inflammation, and



blood clots.  It is obtained from willows, plants of the genus Salix (family Salicaceae).  It was the first NSAID
(non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug) to be marketed. 

aspirineta
Trade name of a child medicine .  It's the name of a children's aspirin.  Its active ingredient is salicylic acetyl acid.  It
serves to control pains and fever. 

asplenia
It is a medical term to designate the absence or lack of spleen.  It can be the product of surgery and for genetic reasons.

asquel
It's a word of Nahuatl origin, and it means small ant.  In Colombia we call it smurfette.

asquiento
It is the person who feels disgust or revulsion by many things, especially food.  That it disgusts him everything for no
reason.

asta
In Colombia, asta is the flagpole.  It is also a bull Horn.  Long stick used as a weapon, spear.

astarot
Ashtaroth or Astaroth is the same as devil, demon, Beelzebub, lucifer, or Grand Duke of hell. In Demonology, it is
equivalent to Astarte or Istar.

astarte
Name of the Phoenician goddess of fertility and love.  She was associated with Inanna of the Sumerians, Ishtar of
Akkadians, Assyrians and Babylonians, Astarot of the Israelites, and Tanit in Carthage.  For the Romans it was
equivalent to Venus.  Veneration of nature and life.  Name of an asteroid ( 672 ) .  Name of black metal band from
Greece.  Common name of a plant also called astartea, of the family Myrthaceae.  It is native to Australia. 

astas
It means horns, pooches, pythons.  Element of defense of many animals.  It is a bone extension of the frontal bone. 
Plural of antler .  Flag sticks.

asteísmo
In Literature he is a figure of speech in which a flattery, praise or praise is made that is directed with grace and delicacy
under the appearance of reprimand, scolding, rebuke or vituperation. 

astenico
The correct term is asténic, with tilde.  It means weak, no strength.  It also means insignificant, worthless.

asterio
Named after an ancient Greek river god.  He was also called Asterion.  He was the son of Tectamus and a daughter of



Cretheus.  Name of a King of Crete.  It means starry. 

asterisco
It means little star, small star.  The word is of Greek origin.  It is the name of an orthographic sign that indicates a call on
foot.  Orthographic sign of reference or footnote . 

asterismo
In astronomy it is the way to call a group of stars that have stationary or permanent pattern (fixed set of stars).  Set of
stars that always presents the same pattern in the sky. 

asteroide
It means it's shaped like a star or a star.  That looks like a star or a planet.  Smaller celestial body, smaller than a planet,
but always greater than 50 meters. 

asterostemma
That is followed by a star or with a star in the tail.  It was a genus of mammals similar to today's armadillos.  They were
called Gliptodonts and belonged to the Glyptodontinae family.

asthenodipsas
It means it doesn't make them thirsty.  It has no strength or need for water.  It can also be interpreted as having no force
when biting.  It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family Pareatidae.  They're not poisonous and they're from
Southeast Asia

asti
The correct term is Asti.  It is the name of a city in the Italian Northwest on the banks of the river Tanaro, the Piedmont
region.  In this region there is a famous source name wine, a sparkling white wine called Asti or Asti sparkling.

astia
It is a genus of endemic spiders of Australia and that they belong to the family Salticidae.

astiba
Astiba is an arrume or a lot of packages, bags or boxes arranged one above the other.  Used in Dominican Republic.

astidamía
In Greek mythology she was a queen of Iolcus, wife of Acastus, and daughter of Cretheus.  Host's mother's name. 

astil
It's the chopstick or bar that holds the cymbals on a scale.  It is also a type of handle or handle.  Handle, handle,
handlebar, handle, astile, bag.

astilla
Diminutive of antler.  Very small or tiny antler.  Fragment or piece left of a piece of hard material (wood or paste) that
breaks violently.  I añico.  piece, fragment, thorn, spike. 



astillada
It means broken, divided, fragmented, split, full of tips or chips.  It usually refers to some object of wood or porcelain that
has splintered and pointed lancets left.  Injury with fracture of bones.  In Colombia: Chipped, torn.

astillero
Place full of splinters or pieces of wood.  Factory or workshop of boats.  Place where they are built and repaired ships. 
Wooden tank.  Atarazana.

astio
The correct term is teate, with h and tilde.  It means disgust, tedium, tiredness, boredom, fed up, annoyance, dislike,
displeasure.  Name of a bolero composed by Agustín Lara .

astracanada
It means nonsense, chifladura, buffoon.  Something that goes out of the ordinary and sanity.  Burrada, stupid.

astraea
It means starry, it has stars.  Also lightning.  Name of the Greek goddess who brought the rays to Zeus.  Latin name of
Astrea or Astrapé .  She was the daughter of Zeus and Temis. 

astrape
In Greek mythology, the twins Astrape and Bronte were twin goddesses: Astrape was lightning or lightning and Bronte
the thunder.  By extension, Astrape is also told to flash, shine, lightning, twinkle, glow, lampo.

astrapefobia
It's another way of calling the exaggerated fear of lightning and thunder.  Exaggerated fear of being struck by lightning. 
It is also often referred to as brontophobia, keraunophobia, astrapophobia or tonitrophobia. 

astrapotherium
It means star beast or lightning beast.  It was the name of a small, hippo-pot-like mammal.

astrágalus
The correct term is Astragalus, without tilde.  It is the technical and Latin name of a genus of plants belonging to the
Fabaceae family,

astrea
In Greek mythology it was Zeus and Themis.  Representative of Justice, daughter of Prudence and Modesty.  He carried
the rays of Zeus.  In Zoology, a genus of star-like polyps. 

astrictivo
It means it heals, which helps dry and recover the skin.  Astringent, which dissects and contracts the tissues.  It is also a
topical and cosmetological product that allows to cleanse, dry and contract the skin.  That closes the pores.  Styptic,
healing. 

astrid



It is a woman's name of Greek origin that means the best.

astringencia
It is the property that has a substance from dry out and collapse an organic tissue.  That can dry out the inner skin of the
mouth.  It is astringent.

astringente
It means that it dries out and shrinks the tissues of the womb and hinders the evacuation of feces.  Astrictive, styptic.  It
is also a topical product and cosmetic which lets you clean, dry and shrink the skin.  That closes the pores.

astrobiología
It is the science that studies the possibilities of life on other planets, other than Earth.  It also applies is study of
possibilities of thriving on another planet terrestrial life forms. 

astrobióloga
She is a scientist who is dedicated to finding life forms on other planets. 

astrochelys
It means star-shaped shell.  It is a genus of turtles in the family Testudinidae.  They are endemic turtles from
Madagascar.  Starry torugas.

astrohippus
Star horse.  It was the name of an extinct equine that lived in the Miocene and the pliocene.

astrolabe
It's an English word meaning astrolabe.  It was a device used to determine the position and height of the stars.  It was
used in astronomy and navigation.

astrolabios
Plural of astrolabe.  It was a tool of navigation used for orientation, through the placement of a star, making it possible to
calculate the time and latitude.

astrología
It is a way to consult the future by analyzing the position of the stars.  It is considered a pseudoscience and is different
from Astronomy which is the Physical Science that is dedicated to the study of the stars. 

astronauta
It is a person who travels through space, which for now only have bypassed land and some few have gone to the moon. 
Travelers of space, crew member of a spacecraft, space navigators.  The idea is to go to another planet.  Russian space
travellers are called cosmonauts and the Chinese VI.

astronave
It is a ship or space vehicle, which is able to navigate by the immensity of the cosmos, by outer space.  Spaceship. 
Rocket, capsule and probe.



astronomía
It is the physical science that is dedicated to the study of the stars as well as the laws that govern them. 

astroso
It can mean dirty, untidy, ragged, tattered.  Ragged.  A person who wears old, dirty, or threadbare clothes.  Disheveled,
disheveled, tattered. 

astroturista
It can mean astronaut tourist or space tourist.  Person who travels to the tourist space or who makes a pleasure trip to
space. 

astucia
It is the quality of the cunning.  It means sagacity, insight, mischief, skill.  Ability or ability to solve problems quickly.  It
can also mean trick, ruse, marrullería, ruse. 

asturias
It is the name of a principality that remains in the north of Spain.  Autonomous Region of Northern Spain .  Last name of
Spanish origin .  Last name of a Guatemalan writer, named Miguel Angel Asturias, who won Nobel Prize.  The word
itself means relative to astur, astur ( is one of the common names of a type of hawk).

astuta
It means smart, awake, daring, advantageous, waspish, shrewd, shrewd.

asueto
In Colombia it means rest, rest time in which you do not work or study.  Short time vacation.  Short vacation. 

asufructo
The correct term is usufruct. It means use, enjoy, enjoy, use, use, benefit, utility, benefit, fruit.

asuwano
It is the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous people and the name of the language they speak.  It's the same as Tsafiki.

aswa
ASWA is an acronym in English. It is not a word in the Spanish language. Firstly and above all ASWA are people who
care about animals and their welfare. There are so many animals exploited for human benefit and, often, subject to
appalling cruelty. They are a Christian organization born from the Anglican Church, but they welcome all denominations
that share our compassion for animals.

atabalador
Atabalador is a person who performs the action of atabalar. It is not a word the Spanish language but Catalan. It means
overwhelm torment, fret, overwhelming, tiring, teasing, press, harass.

atabangado
Means of furrowed brow, monstrous, deformed, frightening.  That looks Tabanga ( Monster ).



atabuznar
It is put or introduce something to the force in a small space.  Used in Dominican Republic.  Atarugar, pig, squeezing
(used in Colombia).

atacante
It means person who attacks.  Assailant, aggressor.  Provocative.  In football slang, striker. 

ataduras
It means that links, subject, moor or League.  You want to tell leagues, mooring, mooring, ligatures.  Attachment, link,
link, union, yoke.  It can also mean obstacle, impediment.

atagallar
It means working with much effort.  Harass, harass.  Have many cravings, act with vehemence.

atajal
It was another name that was given to the peoples of the indigenous Etayax, in San Antonio Texas.  Tacklal and more
specifically Tacklal 250 SC is the name of an agrochemical.  It is a post-emergent herbicide used in rice crops.  Its active
ingredient is the Quinclorac.

atajala
atajala is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Deal with it." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is tackling
it. It is an inflection of tackle. It means cutting off the step, stop to pass. Stop, stop, hold.

atajala
atajala is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Deal with it." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is tackling
it. It is an inflection of tackle. It means cutting off the step, stop to pass. Stop, stop, hold.

atajuelo
It is a small and narrow path that is used as a shortcut.  Path little used shorter.  Trail of little use shorter.  Pisadero.

atala
Name of an Italian cycling team.  Name of an asteroid (172).  Name of a novel written by François-René de
Chateaubriand, which is also known by the name of "The loves of two savages in the desert".  Character name of the
novel The Loves of Two Savages in the Desert, represented by the Christian and mestizo daughter of Simagan an
indigenous woman. 

atalantar el ganado
In 40 Extremadura; Spain ) the term is used to say calm, calm, calm the cattle. Decompress the flock. In Colombia it is
to admit, receive, agree, please, please.

atalante
In Greek mythology she was a heroine, consecrated to Artemis.  They were very adept at hunting. 

atalares



Forests or trees downed or felled.  Set of trees downed to take advantage of the wood.

atalaya
It's a way of calling a watchtower.  It can also be called otero, garita, observatory, viewpoint.

atalia
In ancient times she was a Queen of Judah.  She is supposed to be the sister or daughter of Ahab and was the wife of
Jehoram, another King of Israel.  Name of a composition (tragedy) by the Frenchman Jean Racine. 

atallarinamiento
It means to give the shape of the noodles.  Cut into thin, long strips.  Action and effect of atallanirar . 

atalo
It was the name of several Kings of Pergamum in Ancient Anatolia (present-day Turkey).   Attalus I, Soter .  Attalus II,
Philadelphus.  Attalus III, Philometor.  They were allies of Rome.  They formed the Atalic Dynasty. 

atama
As says Ricardo, it is indeed a mark of Kimonos, very popular in Brazil since 1989. Initially they were to practice Jiu
Jitsu, but today they are used in all martial arts including Capoeira.

atamanes
Plural of ataman .  It meansFormer military leader of the Cossacks. 

atanor
It is a term of Arabic origin that means cooked or cooked.  Pipe, usually drain that is made of clay, baked.  Pipe, drain,
sewer.  It can also be a type of furnace or stove, used by alchemists in ancient times. 

atañir
The correct term is to pertain.  It means import, refer, affect, belong, interest, touch, concern, correspond.  It can also be
cumber, allude.

atapascana
It is also often called atabascana or atapasca.  It is one of the names given to a group of languages spoken in Northwest
North America.  It belongs to the Na-dené family.  The main languages of this group are Apache, Navajo and
Chipewyan.  It means that it comes from or originates from Lake Athabasca or the Athabasca River in Canada. 

atarantada
In the Departments of Tolima and Huila, in Colombia means, person who acts impulsively, who does not think to do or
execute something.  Sorry, thoughtless. 

atarantado
A person who runs things in impulsive or automatic way.  Impulsive, angry, abrupt, automatic, crazy, run.  In Colombia it
is an inflection of atarantar or atarantar is.  It means doing things lightly and without thinking.  Being anxious can, do
things quickly at the expense of often make mistakes.  Attack, being anxious can, hurry up, hurry up.  As an adjective



also to say reckless, endeavoured, hurry,

ataraxia
It is an emotional state that is characterized by absolute tranquility and lack of longings or desires.  Peace, calm,
imperturbability. 

atarbán
The correct term is atarván with v .  In Colombia it means rude, vulgar, ill-mannered, soez, disrespectful, abusive. 
Person of bad manners or bad behavior with others. 

atarragar
It is the action of eating too much, with exaggeration.  Stay ahito, filled with an exaggerated manner of food and drink. 
Crowded, satisfied, tired, full, moored, weary.

atarraya
In Colombia it is a circular network that is used for shallow water fishing,

atarván
The correct term is atarban, with b.  It is a word of muisca origin meaning rude, vulgar, ordinary, profane, disrespectful. 
It is used in the center of Colombia, especially in Bogotá.

atarzanar
In Colombia it means to encuellar, to grab a person by the neck with both hands with the intention of strangling him. 
Immobilize another by hugging him tightly with both arms. 

atascado
It is a turning stall.  It means that obstructs, hinders, clogged, or lid.  It is also bottled, stuffing, saturate, colmar.

atasia
atasia it is incorrectly written and it should be written as Ataxia.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is ataxia.  In
medicine it is an adverse clinical sign that is characterized by the total lack of coordination in the movements of the
body.

ataud
The correct term is coffin (with accent).  Box, drawer, coffin and sarcophagus.

ataúd
The correct term is coffin (with accent) and no coffin.  Mean mortuary box, coffin.  Box are inserted where the corpses
for burial.

ataviadas
It is a turning of dressing, which means wearing, wearing, dressing.  It means dressed, decorated, endomited. 



ataviado
It is an inflection of spruce or spruce are, it means dress or dress, take, use, look.  Form of dress.  Dressed.

atavica
atavica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Atavica" as meaning:<br>The correct term is atavistic.  It means
that it comes, imitates or clings to ancient or ancestral customs.  Genetic conditions that are inherited.  That zip tie that
binds.

ataviose
It is an inflection of spruce is and means dressing, grooming, cover, put, preen, wearing one's adornment, use, look.

atavióse
It is an inflection of spruce is.  Mean dress (or dressing), use, preening (or groom), look, take, register, adorn.

atavío
It means costumes, clothing, clothing, attire, clothing, grooming.  Clothing or clothing used. 

ataxia
It is the lack of muscle control and coordination of voluntary movements. 

atápacua
atapacua is incorrectly written and should be written as "Atapacua" or"Atapakua." to be its meaning:<br>Atapacua or
Atapakua is a preparation of beef into pieces, water, onion and garlic.  In addition it carries a sauce that is prepared with
ground corn, chiles, tomatoes and cilantro.  In other regions different from Michoacán, they added them other
ingredients such as nopales, charales, beans, fish or pork.

atávico
It means ancient, very remote.  Relating to traditions and customs.  Ancestral. 

ate
Name of a city and a district in Peru.  They belong to the Department of Lima and the Province of Lima.  Inflection of
tying which means to tie.  Name of an asteroid .  In Greek mythology he was one of the daughters of Zeus.  She was his
eldest daughter and was the personification of ruin, foolishness, and deceit.  Greek goddess of doom. 

atejonado
It means shrunk, pickled, collected, trimged, stored.  He stays home. 

atelectasia
It means imperfect or incomplete dilation or expansion.  It is a term used in Medicine.  It is a complete or partial collapse
of the entire lung or a part of it (lobe).  It is produced by the presence of water in the alveoli.  It can manifest with
difficulty breathing and coughing fits. 

atelier
It is a French language word meaning workshop.  Very skilled dressmaker who usually works by hand. 



atenido
A person who always waits for others to do things.  In Colombia it can mean confident, quiet or also negligent, careless,
abandoned, carefree. 

atentase
Inflection of attempt. means breaking an established norm. Executing an act of terrorism.

atenúa
It is an inflection of Dim.  It means to lessen the harmful effects of something, lessen, reduce, mitigate, wane, alleviate,
weaken.

ater
It's a Latin word that means black. 

ateroma
It's a medical term.  It consists of the accumulation of fats in the inner layer of veins or arteries.

ateromas
It is the plural of atheroma.  It is a term used in medicine.  It is synonym of Sebaceous Cyst.   It is an injury that occurs
with the accumulation of fat ( 41 yellowish; on the inner walls of an artery.

aterrado
It means frightened, frightened.  It also means that it has the appearance of earth, earthy.  Inflection of terrifying, which
means to cause excessive fear, to frighten, to frighten. 

aterrizar
Perch gently on the ground or on the ground.  In Colombia it is synonymous with falling in a thunderous way or also
coming out of self-absorption or abstraction.  Stop being in the clouds or gone.  Pay attention.  Understand, realize,
understand, capture.

aterro
In Costa Rica it means landslide, landslide.  It can also mean set, group, accumulation of things.  Arrume . 

aterrorizado
Terror dead, dead of fear. Frightened, terrified, frightened, threatened, intimidated, horrified, scared, arredrado.

ates
It is the name of a small tropical tree and its fruit.  It belongs to the Annonaceae family.  Her scientific name is Annona
squamosa.  Other names it receives are: anon , kidney , anona , saramuyo .  Its fruit is covered with fleshy and hard
scales and its internal pulp is white and very sweet. 

atesmia
I think that they asking Adesmia.  Adesmia means no package, no huddle, loose, free, separated.  In Botany, refers to
the flower stamens free or loose (separated). Adesmia is the name of a plant genus of the family Fabaceae.



atestiguar
It means to inform, to make known facts that are known by being a witness to them.  Declare, affirm, secure, assert,
manifest, testify.  Serve or serve as a witness.  Witness.  Bear witness. 

atezada
It means tanned, brunette, sunburned.  Inflection of weeding, which means burning, tanning, darkening the skin. 
Nickname given to a player of the Colombian women's professional football team Fortaleza Fútbol Club.  

atezado
It means tanned, dark, sunburnt.  Inflection of weeding, which means to burn, to tan, to darken the skin. 

ate¿rico
ate rico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Etheric" being its meaning:?<br>The word is misspelled, it was
perhaps intended to ask etheric. An etheric body or subtle, is no more than an intermediate element, which is divided
between the intelligent soul and the physical body, so call it some philosophies. This name is derived from astrological
and esoteric, meanings that explain this as a spiritual entity. The human being is made up of two bodies, the physicist (
composed of matter ) and the spiritual or esoteric to the seven main centers of chakra ( to make it eight energy points
grouped upright ) and a thread of energy that connects each part of the nervous system, and can the etheric body
eliminate even if physical illnesses.

athalia
The correct term is Athalia.  Is the name of the third Oratorio in English of Georg Friedrich Händel ( 41 HWV52;.

athanasia
It is a female name of Greek origin and means the immortal.  Isaias.  It has male variant: Athanasius.

atheous
It means atheist, who doesn't believe in God.

atheris
In Greek it means atheist.  Without God.  It is the name of a genus of African venomous snakes in the family Viperidae.

athleisure
It is a brand of sportswear, designed for training and competitive activities.  There are also special designs to practice
Yoga, casual wear and for schoolchildren.  It is a North American brand.

athlete
It is a word of the English language that athlete means.

athor
Hathor is also often used.  is the name of an Ancient Egyptian goddess.  Deity of heaven and wife of Horus and Ra. 
She was considered the mother of the Pharaohs.  It was represented by a cow.  Name of an asteroid (161). 

athos



The correct term is Athos ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of one of the three Musketeers, companion of Porthos and
Aramis.  The names of the three espadachi9nes were Armand Athos, Isaac Potthau and Henry d; Aramitz ( Priest ).

atiborrarse o hartarse
It means filling up, eating too much, getting fed, ahitched.

atigrado
It means that it has alternating stripes of yellow (or white) and black.  Light and dark stripes alternated.  It looks like the
skin of a tiger. 

atijara
Freight, price of transportation of goods.  Postage a, costs of transportation of goods.

atillo
It is the name of a series of lagoons in Ecuador.  These lagoons are close to the Cotopaxi Volcano and are also called
Colay (which in Quechua means punishment or penance).  It is also called a small travel suitcase, sparse clothes of a
traveler.  Backpack or talego .

atimperialista
The correct term is anti-imperialist or anti-imperialist.  A person who disagrees with imperialism, with the Empire, with
the form of imperial government.  That does not accept the monarchy.  By extension who disagrees with capitalism (
government economic power ).

atinito
atinito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amazement." being its meaning:<br>I think that they intend to ask
for amazement. It means amazed, puzzled, amazed. Unable to react. Dumbfounded.

atiriciar
It means discoloring, paleness, getting pale (yellowish or white).  Acquire jaundice.  Unseasar yourself, be emaciated,
emaciated.  Feeling shy or acquiring a sick countenance.  

atirisiado
The termtirisiated or tyrannized, are vulgarisms, used by referring a person with jaundice and means emaciated, pale,
yellowish.  Given its origin they should be written with c .  It can also refer to people who lack vitality, brilliance and
nutrition, usually without energy, listless, unhooked, sad, distressed, nostalgic.  Malnourished, anemic, weak.

atis
In Greek mythology it was the name of the shepherd who was loved by Cybele. He was also called Corybas in Greek
and Phrygian mythology and was the eunuch servant of Cybele. 

atisbado
It is an inflection of glimpse.  You want to say, see, look, observe.

atisbo



It is an inflection of glimpse.  It means observe, watch, view, browse, squinting.  It is also a sign, omen, presumption,
indication, sample, demonstration, test, track.

atitla
In language Nahuatl meaning water. 0 water next to the water. Atitlan.

atlantropa
The correct term is Atlantropa.  It was the name given to a project suggested by German Herman Sörgel, in which it was
intended to make a dam at Gibraltar and another between North Africa and Sicily and the Italian boot to enclose that
part of the Mediterranean.  Book of the same German where described the project.  The purpose would be to produce
electrical energy.

atlauilome
It is the same as pitcher or mucura.  Container or clay vessel, used to carry water.

atletista
Athlete, person who practices athletics, athlete.  Advocate of the practice of sport.

atlixtac
Atlixtac is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Atlixtac; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Atlixtac is a
Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  Nahuatl language means " wind on water ".

atoba
It means adobe, block, brick.  Block of mass of mud that is used for the construction.  Lacking enamel or ceramic tile.  It
is a term used in Murcia.

atoledeamaranto
The correct expression is atole of Amaranth.  It's a hot drink taken in Mexico.  A blending of amaranth and milk is made,
put to boil, adding cinnamon and sugar.  You can add oatmeal or vanilla.  It is a kind of wash.

atolero en el señor de los cielos
Term used in the Republic of Mexico, which has as an allusion to the person who is engaged to prepare and
subsequently sell and market the atole as a hot beverage made of corn flour used in the breakfast and at the same time
as a medicinal food. In this case, the Atolero the Lord of heaven is a very bloody character responsible for disappearing
the dead who sent you the check boxes in the third part of the secret chapter.

atolladero
In Colombia siphon or drain.  It also means quagmire, swamp or swamp, jam, jam.  Difficulty, obstacle, problem, pitfall. 

atolocates
It is what we call tadpoles in Colombia.  Frogs or toads on juvenile stage, which still have branchial respiration.

atolondrado
It is an adjective used in Colombia, especially in the center of the country.  It means sonso, silly, clumsy, dumb, asshole,



dumb, sleeping, slow.  They let you easily deceive or convince yourself.  Acting without reflection or with little sanity.

atolondrarse
Cause bewilderment.  It means becoming dizzy, confused, stun it, stun is, distracted.

atolondtado
I think the question is for atolondrado.  In Colombia it means clumsy.

atolxuco
Atolxuco or Atol xoco is the same atol or atole agrio.  Typical of the Mazateca area.  They are also called Chocuatloli,
Yatza or Yatxa.  It is fermented ground corn and they add marinated beans.  It is very similar to chicha.

atom
Computer is a Linux and Windows software.  You can also use it on macOS. It's a Source Code Editor.

atomasado
It means incredulous, suspicious.  What a doubt of the veracity of everything.  It acts like St. Thomas : until you see, do
not believe. 

atonito
The correct term is stunned, with tilde.  It means very surprised, very wide-eyed in surprise.  Astonished, amazed,
ojiplatico, impressed, stunned.

atontados
It means dizzy, amazed, silly, parallel, Blockheads, stunned, confused, destabilised.

atorrar
In Argentina it means sleeping, resting or wandering. 

atortolada
In Colombia it means petrified by fear or terror.  Terrified, scary.

atortolado
In Colombia it means cowering, fearful, afraid, terrified.  Who is very affected by fear.  He's very afraid.

atosiga
It is an inflection of harass. Harass, tire. Also means poison, poison, bother, harass, disturb, overwhelm, annoy,
overstressed, growing restive.

atossa
Also Atossa.  It was the name of a daughter of Ciro Rey II of Persia and sister of Cambises II.  She was Queen Consort
in Persia.



atossa-
Also known as Atosa .  It was the name of a daughter of Cyrus II King of Persia and middle sister of Cambyses II.  She
was queen consort in Persia.  She was the wife of Cambyses II, Smerdis and Darius I.  Asteroid name 810 .  

atotope
It is one of the name that is known to jinicuil, cauajinicuil, guamo, guama, pacay trees.  It is of the genus Inga and its
scientific name is Inga spuria is of the family Fabaceae.

atoyado
The correct term is atollado.  In Colombia is a way of preparing the rice, to which are added vegetables and meats. 
Mixed rice.  Also atollado is an inflection of mud, which means to bind.  bind, tangle-free.  Getting into a quagmire, enter
with force something into a small container.

atoyar
The correct term is to jam, with ll, which means compacting, jamming, jamming, stacing, fogging, funneling, squeezing. 
It could be considered atoyar, as derived from toyo (or tollo), name of a cartilaginous fish (shark species), also called
cazón. 

atómico
It means relative to the atom, which belongs to the atom.  It also means very small, tiny.  In Chemistry, the number of
protons each element in the periodic table has. 

atónito
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for sudden, surprised, astonished, lelo.  Stunned, stunned.  Affected by something
that happens unexpectedly and in an unexpected instant.

atónitos
Plural of stunner .  In Colombia we use it as synonymous with bewildered, sudden, surprised, astonished, lelo.  Stunned,
stunned.  Affected by something that happens unexpectedly and in an unexpected instant. 

atrabanco
It means useless animal, person or thing, which do not serve for nothing.   In Cuba it means stumbling obstacle, locking,
setback, complication.  Storm rapidly, with haste.  Used in Dominican and Cuban especially.

atrabiliario
It means that he acts with an irascible, irritable, grumpy, fussy tone.  Violent, furious, curmudgeonly, moody,
ill-tempered.  Who answers with anger and against the interlocutor. 

atracadero
It can be the dangerous place where muggings occur frequently.  Site where he dominates the underworld and makes
robberies.  In a port, it is the place where boats can dock.  Quay. 

atracar
In Colombia, it has two different meanings.  One is Rob, steal using weapons to intimidate, skip, attack, loot.  The other
is used in sailor slang, meaning to moor the ship in port, anchor, anchor.  In Chile it means hitting, paste, push and in



some countries of Central America is to scold, discuss argue.

atracciones
Different activities, rides, or distractions that are a park to be visited.  Seduction, magnet, attractive.

atraco
It is a crime, in which a violent assault is committed and armed.  It can also be inflection of docking, which means to
moor the boat to the dock.  Anchor.

atractivas
It means that they generate attraction.  They are pretty, beautiful, beautiful, cute. 

atractriz
Attractive, attracting, it can attract.  Seductive, it seduces.  Attractive quality.  It has the ability to attract.  Vacuum, suck,
sip, arrive, zoom in.

atractus
It means he's dressed in black, black, he's in mourning.  Predominantly black or dark color.  It is the name of a genus of
non-venomous snakes, snakes.  They belong to the family Dipsadidae ( Colubridae ).  They are known as tender or
digging snakes.  In Colombia there are snakes of this genus such as the Atractus crassicaudatus, called a savannah
snake or tender snake.

atragantiar
atragantiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Choking" being its meaning:<br>The term is misspelled. The
right thing is choking. It means not being able to swallow or pass something that you go through him in the throat.
Disturb you or get caught talking. Qualify or rating to someone who you just met as unfriendly or desgradable. In
Colombia we also say to bind.

atrancar
It can be close doors or windows with locks.  Lock.  It can also mean jamming, jamming, reinforcing, securing, bonding.

atrancón
He wants to deccir exaggerated food, opipara food, comilona, hartazgo. 

atrapada
It means that he has no opportunity to escape.  No escape.  Hunted, locked up, seized, caught, fastened, caught, held,
fished, caught.  In the game of baseball, it is a play by which a defensive player grabs the ball in the air, without
dropping it on the ground and obviously making an out. 

atrapasueños
A DreamCatcher or dreamcatcher is a gadget made by hand, whose base is a traditionally manufactured with wood of
willow, a loose inside network and decorated with various objects. The Dreamcatcher are instruments of power of
medicine shamanic, whose origin goes back to the American Indian tribes. The ring represents the wheel of life, the
mesh or network are the dreams that we weave in the time of dreams, in the soul and in the movement that we generate
with our daily activities. In the center of the network is the empty, the creative spirit, the great mystery. According to



tradition, these items help to keep us the good ideas and pleasant dreams, as well as to protect who owns it. The time of
dreams is influenced by good and bad energies; the latter are trapped by mesh and dissipate through the center hole
with the first rays of Sun.

atrato
Atrato is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Atrato ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The term correcton
is Atrato ( 41 own name;.  It is considered the largest river in the world.  Colombian River in the Department of Chocó
and that empties into the Gulf of Urabá ( 41 Atlantic Ocean;

atravesado
That does not look straight.  Cross-eyed.  It means that it is in a direction that intersects with the one it is taking.  Which
is located through .  It can also mean crossed, mestizo, which comes from a cross (referring to animals).   In Colombia it
also means a person who does not act with reason but with instinct.  Brute, irrational, beast.  That is irrationally
opposed.  Intolerant. 

atraviesa
It's a deflection to go through.  It means transferring, crossing, passing, transposing, stalking, drilling, penetrating.

atresia
In Medicine is called atresia, the presence of an obstacle or occlusion of a normal hole or duct of a patient's body.  The
term is also used in Veterinary Medicine and Biology when referring to the same concept for an animal.    .  It may, for
example, occur in the esophagus (esophageal atresia) .  It may be a birth defect in which part of the baby's esophagus
(lack of perforation of the esophagus).

atreve
dare is incorrectly written and it should be written as "dare or dare." being its meaning:<br>It must be accompanied of, to
say dare or simply dare. Means, be given to something risky. Dare dare, try, try, risk, launch, emboldened. embark,
decide.

atreve
She DARES, the Association of workshops of repair of vehicles of A Coruna.atreve is born on March 25, 2015 from a
group workshop convinced that associations of workshops are an essential tool to represent, defend and advise
companies in the sector, but also a change of cycle needed.

atreverse
Means trying to bone, be bold, be bold, bold, determined, or reckless.

atrezo
It is a word of Italian origin that means props (props).  It is a term used in theatre.  It can also be considered as
synonymous with artifice, resource, adornment or ingenuity. 

atrezzo
It is a word of Italian origin that is used in theater t means props.  In Spanish, it is also used as a synonym for resource,
artifice, ingenuity. 



atrial
You mean homeless, unprotected, bare, uncovered, unprotected, unroofed.

atribulado
It means he suffers from tribulations.  Inflection to attribute .  It means griging, suffering, suffering, griting, tormenting.  
Sad, complicated, tormented, grieving.

atribular
It means causing pain or sadness.  Tribular .  Sadden, grieve, grieve, storm, torment, grieve, grieve, afflict, distress,
suffer, disaffected. 

atriccion
The correct term is attrition.  It means crush, wear and tear and superficial excoriation.  You can refer to the soft gum
tissues or tooth parts.  The term is used in dentistry.  Trauma caused by crushing or occlusion of the jaws.  Scrapes.

atrila
It is a type of support usually used to place musical instruments.  Lectern.

atrincherado atrincherada
Means guarded ( a ), protected ( a ) .  You are hiding ( a ) in a trench.  parapeted ( a ) .  Let him hide hiding to protect
himself from enemy attack. 

atrio
Entrance to the Church.  Place of the Church that remains before the entrance.  Front of the Church.

atrocidad
It means great cruelty, barbarity, savagery, brutality.  Quality or character of atrocious .  Very atrocious. 

atronado
In Colombia and especially in the Anti-Ooquen region means atulado, dumb, silly, clumsy, lerdo, appealing.  He doesn't
think to act.  who doesn't reason, doesn't think.

atronamiento
He wants to say nonsense, silly, silly.  Action that is performed without thinking or reasoning.  Stun, carelessness.  Work
of the thundering.

atronerar
Thundering or thundering means drilling, making very large holes, filling with trunks or perforations.  Hollow out. 

atropellar
It means to run over, pass over knock down or push.  It also means to insult, insult, offend, strike. 

atropellos



Plural of atropello .  Action and effect of running over, which means passing over, running over, pushing, knocking down.
 Torts, offenses, humiliators, affronts, insults, insults.  Hits. 

atropina
It is the name of a very strong alkaloid found in many plants in the Solanaceae family.  It is usually extracted from
belladonna or estramony.  It has medicinal uses. 

atropinas
They are alkaloids used to dilate the pupils of the eyes.  Extract of Belladonna, whose scientific name is Atropa
belladonna, belonging to the family Solanaceae.

atsina
It was one of the nicknames given to an ethnic group originating in the central plains of North America.  They lived in the
Missouri and Saskatchewan River basins.  They were known as Gross ventres or of the Great Belly.  They had
separated from the Arapahos.  They belonged to the Algonquina family.  The term is derogatory. 

attaches
It is an inflection of to attach, which means attach, append, include.

atte
It's short for carefully.

atto
It is a mathematical prefix used in the international system which means 10 raised to the less 18 or power that equals a
trillonesima part.

atufada
You mean smelling like a stench.  That sends a very bad smell.  Pestilent, Hedionda, disgusting, stinky, Atufada, fetid,
smelly, nauseous.

atufado
It means smelling like a stench.  That sends a bad smell.  Foul-smelling, smelly.  It is also used to mean angry, furious.

atulampado
It is an adjective used in Colombia, especially in the Valle del Cauca.  Mean perceived as a jerk, fool, bobo, pendejo,
timid, asleep, slow.  That is left to fool or convince easily.

atulampao
In some parts of Colombia, but especially in the coffee axis and north of the Department of Valle, it means foolish, aloof,
foolish.  Person of little intelligence, sonso.  Atulampado . 

aturrar
Mean atinar, hit, hit the target.  Also in used to denote air, toasting to the air and the Sun (meat or vegetable).



atusao
It means tuso, shaved hair or very short hair.  In Colombia it is also synonymous with entuso, which means painful,
melancholic, nostalgic for a love disappointment.  Who suffers from tusa. 

atuvieron
It is an inflection of conform.  It means trust, believe, trust, give credibility.

atún
It is a way of calling a rude and ignorant person.  Common name of a marine fish, of the family Scombridae.  Although
fish of the genus Thunnus are generically named, it is also given the name tuna to a large number of fish.  It is also
known as the most common tuna, bluefin tuna or maroon.  Its scientific name is Thunnus thynnus. 

aucas
It means rebels, untamed, savages, indomitable, untamed.  People of the Jungle .  It is a term of Mapuche origin given
to the unsubjugated Araucano Indians in Chile and Argentina.  Without a nomadic people and likewise they are called
"People of Free People".  Name given in Ecuador to a large indigenous nation formed by many peoples and who are
also called Huaoranis or Waoranis.  The word also belonged to the Quechua language, with similar meaning.  Name of
an Ecuadorian football team (Club Deportivo Aucas), based in Quito.  this term aucas, is already less used (before it
was of pejorative use). 

audax
It is a Latin term meaning bold, fearless, courageous, confident.  Name of Chilean football team ( Audax Italiano ) ,
another from Brazil ( Audax Rio ) .  Name of a Turdetan warrior who murdered Viriato.  He was a native of Osuna,
Spain. 

aude
In France is the name of a Department, whose capital is Carcassonne.  That same territory previously had the names of
Gotia and Province of Languedoc

audi
It is the name of a manufacturer of high-end cars and sports cars from Germany.  It is currently part of the Volkswagen
Group.  It is a term in brass that means hey, listen.  Audi's headquarters are in Ingolstadt. 

audiciones
In performing arts means trials to pick the protagonists of a work.  It can be used for film, radio, television, theatre and
even music ( in this case to choose a specific instrument 41 musician;.

audiencias
Events taking place in order to listen in inquiry to someone.  Hearing.  Meeting to discuss a theme.

audino
He is a character of Pokemón, who is dedicated to doing good.  It is represented by a guinea pig or rabbit, looking like a
fairy.  Relative to Chilean Audax (football team). 

audio book



They are English language term meaning sound book or audible, book that can be heard. 

audiograica
audiograica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Audiografica." being its meaning:<br>The word audiograica
does not exist or is misspelled. I believe that reference is made to the Audiograficas chips, which are those that are
made to describe audio files that are stored, you can be in a library or at a nightclub. They are very useful for
radioprogramas, recordings or tapes. They are also used in Conference calls.

audiólogo
Audiology Professional .  It is usually a doctor who specializes in the ear (who studies the problems and pathologies of
the ear, its shape, its physiology and its disorders).  Prevents, treats and rehabilitates hearing system conditions.

auditorio
Group of people listening.  Set of listeners.  Public, audience, turnout.  It also means special room for concerts or
recitals. 

audífono
It is a small device that is placed inside the ear to perform sound reception.  It is also often called pinganillo.  It is a
means of intercommunication used in simultaneous translations or between members of sports teams.  In some cases
they are medically formulated to help people with hearing loss. 

augea
It is the name of a French town and a commune in the Department of Jura.  In Botany, also is a genus in the family
Zygophyllaceae.

augerar
augerar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Augur" being its meaning:<br>I think that they asking portend. It
means prophesy, predict, predict, predict, foreshadow, foresee, predict, guess, guessing.

augur
Priest of Ancient Rome who practiced the art of divination.  Soothsayer, exhauster, vaticinator. 

augurio
It means omen, prediction, hint of what will happen in the future, announcement.  In Colombia it also means desire. 
Prognosis.  prophecy, conjecture, divination. 

augusto
It is a male name of Latin origin and means the revered.  It means venerable, honorable, respectable, majestic, revered,
admired.  Title given to several Roman emperors.  It means he deserves respect and admiration.  Solemn, excellent.

auhe
It is the acronym in English of Australian University Heads of English (AUHE).  You mean Australian university directors
of English.  It is an academic agency in Australia that brings together the English departments in more than 30
universities.



auishiri
The Auishiri is the name of a language spoken between Huaorani Indians (also called Wao, Waorani, Aucas) in the
Amazonian border area of Ecuador and Peru.  It is also called huaorani, sabela or huao.  The village is also called
Auishiri.  There was also a similar language, called tekiraka, auishiri, aushiri, aushira or vacacocha, spoken among
indigenous people slashed from Peru, in the Province of Loreto.  It is currently considered extinct.

aula
Classroom.  Sit, room, amphitheatre, Auditorium, enclosure, class, Chair.

auletica
aulètica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aulètica" as meaning:<br>It is the musical art of the double tube
flute. According to Aristotle in this imitative art, rhythm and harmony are used.

aullama
It is one of the common names of the Cucurbita maxima of the Cucurbitaceae family.  It also receives the names of
pumpkin, pumpkin, pumpkin, pumpkin, pipian, squash

aulophyseter
It means laughing sperm whale, sperm whale that laughs or shows teeth.  It is a genus of extinct sperm whales that lived
in the Miocene.

aumentativo de lirón
They can be augmentatives of dormouse: lironazo, lironote or lironón. 

aunadas
Plural of aunada .  It means together, united, gathered.  That they act in the same way and at the same time. 

aundar
It is a deformation of the word delve.  It means digging, drilling, deepening.

aura
Name of woman of Latin origin and that means the glowing woman.  It is one of the common names of a scavenger bird
in Colombia.  It is also known as American vulture, guala, redhead vulture, zopilote, cute, jote, gallipavo, chicken turkey,
headhead.

aura tiñosa
It is another of the names given in Colombia to the big-headed guala, a scavenger bird.

aurarra
In Hausa language means marriage, marry.

auras
Plural of aura.  It can mean fame, popularity, reputation aura, popularity, recognition.  It also means blow.  breath,
breath.  In Colombia sunrises, albs.  Central American buzzards, vultures.



auravictrix
auravictrix is incorrectly written and should be written as Aura victrix being its meaning: in latin means "victory against
the wind".  It refers to the first airship flights.  It is also the name of an asteroid.

aurelia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin, meaning golden, which has the color of gold.  Feminine of the masculine name
Aurelio .  Name of the mother and educator of Julius Caesar, the Roman soldier and politician.  Name of an asteroid (
419 ) . 

aurgitana
Jaenian woman, woman born in Jaén.  Relative to Jaén. 

aurgitano
It means that it is from Aurgi, the ancient name of Jaén the Spanish city.  One of the Gentiles accepted for those who
are from Jaén, Spain. 

auriazul
It means it has a combination of yellow and blue or gold and blue colors. 

auribus
It is a term in latin and means listening. Hear, meet, perceive, learn, pay attention.

auriculoterapia
It is a system of therapy of Chinese origin, consisting of placing agujillas in the lobes of the ears.

aurinegro
It means it has a combination of yellow and black colors.  It is a way of calling the professional football team of the city of
Barrancabermeja, in the Department of Santander in Colombia, called Alianza Petrolera.  Also in this way the
Uruguayan team, Peñarol de Montevideo, is called.

aurívoro
Although etymologically it means golden eater, it is actually taken as synonymous with miserly, stingy, miserable, had. 

aurora
It means Sunrise, dawn, aura, prior to the output of the Sun, Dawn time.  It is a woman's name of Greek origin meaning
dawn, glow.  Gleaming.  Npmbre of a poem by Julio Florez.

aurorita
It is a diminutive of Aurora.  It is a name of Latin origin woman and means dawn and that shines like gold.  Dawn.  Girl
allegedly making miracles in blue, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina.  The name of a book about these so-called
miracles, Cecilia Segura.

ausa
It was the old name of Vich or Vic, a Spanish town, which remains in the Shire of Osona, in the Province of Barcelona



(Catalonia). 

auschwitz
Name it had during the Nazi occupation, the current Polish city of O?wi?cim.  Name of an extermination camp created in
Poland by the Nazis and which was located near Krakow and Tarnów.  It was actually a complex of more than 40
camps. 

ausense, ausetana
In Spain, it is a form of gentility for those who are from the town of Vich, formerly called Ausa or the Shire of Osona, in
the Province of Barcelona. 

ausentarse
It means not to do instead-regular presence of residence or work, fail.  Lack, omission, failure, failure, insufficiency,
defect, absence.

aushelfen
It is not a word the Spanish language but German.  Means help.

aushiri
It was the name given to an Amerindian people settled on the banks of the Napo River, in territories of Peru and
Ecuador, in the region of Escuelacocha.  It is also the name of the language they spoke (one of the disappeared
Zaparoan languages).  Many of its members migrated to Brazil in the Amazon region. 

aushiris vacacochas
They are the names of a Peruvian ethnic group in the Amazon region.  They are also known as Tekiraka, Auishiri,
Aushiri, Abishira and Vacacocha.  Name of the language spoken by this same people.  They are located on the banks of
the Napo River. 

ausonia
Name of an Italian town in the region of Lazio .  It is a brand in Spain and Portugal of feminine and masculine hygiene
products.  Concerning the Ausones, land of the Ausones, Italian lands not conquered by the Greeks.  Name of an
asteroid . 

ausonio
It's a male name.  Name of the father of San Paulino de Nola.  The name is of Greek and Roman origin.  Ausonio was
the name of a Roman poet, writer and politician, whose full name was Tenth Great Ausonius; this in turn was the son of
a doctor of Greek origin named Julio Ausonio.  A variant of the name is Ausón .  The name Ausonio means that it comes
from Ausonia, an Italian city (and ancient region) in the present-day province of Frosinone (Lazio Region).  Ausonia
(land of ausons) is believed to have been one of the first names italy received.

auspiciador
Said of a person that facilitates to overcome a necessity. It is synonymous with flattering, benefactor. Protector. That
gives shelter, support or protection.

auspiciadores



It is the plural of sponsor. It is said of persons or entities that facilitate one or a few persons to overcome a pressing
need. It is synonymous with flattering, benefactors. guards. That you give them shelter, support or protection.  " The
sponsor of an event can be one, or may be several.  "

auspiciar
It means sponsoring, supporting, favoring, sponsoring.  Protecting, protecting, can also mean predicting, guessing,
foreshadowing, or prophesying.  Predict. 

auspicio
Action of support or help with something who need it.  In Colombia it means sponsorship, grant, finance, protection,
help, help, please.

austeridad
Period in which only can spend on what is necessary.  Reduction in spending.  Mean time of lean, time of termination or
restriction.  Simplicity, frugality, moderation, temperance, reliability, rigidity, severity, abstention.

austrelaps
It means venomous snake from Australia or poisonous snakes from the southern hemisphere.  It is a genus of
venomous snakes from Australia and belong to the family Elapidae.  They are known as copper heads ( cooperheads).

austria
It is the name of a country in central Europe, whose capital is Vienna.  It means in German Kingdom of the East.  Name
assigned to one of the asteroids ( 136 ) . 

austriaco
It is the name of Austria.  Person from Austria, the country of the center of Eiropa.  Concerning Austria . 

austríaco
It means native of Austria.  Belonging to or relating to Austria. 

austrotriconodon
It means southern triconodon.  Beast of three horns of the southern part of the Patagonia or southern region of South
America.  Name of a fossil animal found in Patagonia.  It dates from the Upper Cretaceous .

ausubo
In botany it is one of the names given to a tree.  It is also called balatá, ácana, balata, massarabanba, maçaranduba or
quinilla.  Its scientific name is Manilkara bidentata and belongs to the Sapotaceae family. 

autarquia
It means freedom, autonomy, independence, sovereignty.   Faculty of making decisions on its own. 

autarquía
Defect of the person which does not admit that there is another authority but his own.  Dictator, authoritarian, imposing.



autcracuia
I think that they ask for autocracy.  It is the Government developed by one person in a unique way and is given the
power to modify laws and regulations in their own way and for their benefit of maintaining power.  It is synonymous with
dictatorship.

autentico
It's an inflection of authenticating.  It means to confirm, to legitimize.  Prove that something is original, genuine, or true. 
Endorse a document by signing an official. 

autestudio
autestudio is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Autoestudio" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
self-study. Studies carried out on their own. Self-taught. Academic training at home.

auténtico
It means original, true, true, genuine, legitimate.  It has not been altered.   It remains the same from its origin. 

autillo
It can be diminutive of auto or oto .  Small car .  Autico .  Oto or small owl .  Buhito .  Nocturnal bird of prey, also known
as oto.  Its scientific name is Otus scops.  It belongs to the family Strigidae.  It also receives the common names of
cárabo or zumaya. 

auto
It means car, car, car, vehicle.  As a prefix of Greek origin it means "of or by itself".

auto-ajustable
It is usually a piece or elastic garment that takes the form that is required, or, which stretches or shrinks according to the
need.  Adaptable, adjustable, elastic.  Fits any size and shape quickly.

auto-convencerse
It is more indicated to use self-convincing or self-convincing, the script is not necessary. It means to suggest oneself, to
convince oneself.  Strive to become aware of something. 

auto-retráctil
You can also use autoetráctil .  It means that it retracts, saves or shrinks on its own, without the need for help or the
operation of a device.  For example, the lenses of an automatic camera that are focused and retracted without having to
operate any device.  The same is also true of the foliage of a plant that we call a sleeper or poppy, whose compound
leaves retract to be moved only by the wind or touched.

autoacuartelar
It means to be saved or confined by decision (not necessarily in a barracks).  Shelter, take refuge.  Stay confined in one
place in order to protect yourself. 

autocanibalismo
It is a madness that is crippling parts of the body and then eat them.  It is also eaten the lips or fingers.  It is also called
autosarcofagia.  It is a disease also known as Lesch - Nyhan Syndrome is caused by a gene on the X chromosome



failed

autocensurarse
It is the same as being criticized, criticizing, self-criticizing, self-criticizing.  It is the criticism that makes oneself when
evaluating an action or performance performed.  Self.

autoconstrucción
In Colombia it is a type of housing program, where lots and materials are supplied to the beneficiaries and the
commitment is that he must perform the construction personally (or in some cases it is accepted to pay workers). 
Construction of housing carried out by the same beneficiary. 

autoctonismo
In Anthropology it is a movement or tendency that does not accept the theory that says that the American man had
origins in other continents and that the development of their cultures is due to external influences (from other non-native
cultures) and that was proposed by the Peruvian archaeologist Federico Kauffman Doig.  Other proponents of this
theory were Alex Hrdlicka and Paul Rivet.  It suggests origins in Asia and Oceania and is also called Multiple Origin
Theory.  On the contrary, Autochthonism believes that American cultures originated in our own continent.  It was
promulgated by the Argentine Florentino Ameghino and says that American cultures were the product of their own
natural evolution. 

autoctonos
The correct term is indigenous, always with tilde.  It means they're not strangers or foreigners.  They are native to the
region or the place.  Locals, natural, indigenous, vernacular, Aboriginal, originating, native.  Native Plural . 

autodeportacion
self-deportation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Self-deportation" being its meaning:<br>It is free and
spontaneous of an illegal return to their country of origin.

autoeliminarse
It means killing yourself, killing yourself. 

autoentrevista
It's a kind of interview in which the one who answers the questions, is the same character who makes them and makes
them a journalist. 

autoestudio
It is the same as self-analysis, self-assessment.   It is the document or report principal that each program uses to
demonstrate compliance with the criteria and policies of ICACIT (Institute of training in computers, engineering and
technology)

autofagia
Nutrition that certain living organisms perform at the expense of its less useful bodies as a means of survival before a
prolonged fasting. Autophagy is a catabolic process highly conserved in eukaryotes, in which the cytoplasm, including
excess organelles or those damaged or aberrant, are abducted in double membrane vesicles and released within the
lysosome/vacuole for breakdown and eventual recycling of the resulting macromolecules.



autofagia
Nutrition that certain living organisms perform at the expense of their less useful organs as a means of survival in the
face of prolonged fasting Autophagy is a highly preserved catabolic process in eukaryotes, in which cytoplasm, including
excess or aberrant organelles are abducted into double membrane vesicles and released into the lysosome/vacuole for
decomposition and eventual recycling of the resulting macromolecules.  It is the medical way of calling the process of
being nourished by food or energy reserves that are held after a prolonged fast.  Expenditure or consumption of energy
reserves .

autofotografiarse
It means to describe yourself as it really is and completely.  Take pictures yourself.  Selfie . 

autogamia
It means that he fertilizes or fertilizes himself.  self pollination.  Form of pollination of certain plants. 

autogestionado
It means that you have made the management personally, without the help of intermediaries. Made on its own initiative.

autogestionado
It means that you have made the management personally, without the help of intermediaries. Made on its own initiative.

autogol
It is a goal that a player scores in his own goal, increasing the score in favor of his opponent.  Goal against. 

autolavado
Site where washing cars.  Laundry vehicles.  It can also mean to wash a person on their own personal hygiene.

automático
It means immediate, instant, unfailing.  That occurs or occurs involuntarily or unconsciously.  Maquinal, instinctive,
involuntary, mechanical. 

autonomas
autonomous is incorrectly written and should be written as "autonomous ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It means
that they can govern themselves.  That it does not depend on other authority.  They have autonomy.  That it handled its
own sovereignty, freedom and independence.

autonomía
It means freedom, independence sovereignty.  Power or faculty, you have to make your own decisions.  He governs
himself. 

autoprovocarse
It means provoking yourself.  Self-inflicting.  To make certain acts or manipulations generate a reaction of our own
orrnanism, provoke the reaction of oneself. 

autopsia



It is the Forensic Medical examination that is done to a cadaver, with the aim of knowing the causes of death.  Also
called post-mortem examination, ? obduction or necropsy. 

autor
It means person who does or executes something.  cause. 

autora
It means causer, performer.  Person or woman who performs or executes something. 

autorespeto
It is synonymous with self-respect. Love, appreciation, respect we feel for ourselves.

autoridad
It means command, power, dominance, empire, supremacy.  Power to command or rule.  Faculty that has to give orders
and rule. 

autoritarios
Plural authoritarian .  It means mandons, arbitrary, dominant, despotic, abusive, unfair. 

autorpia
If I add to Pedro Crespo Refoyo, autarky is also of economic independence. Autosuficiencia.Sin however I think that
they wanted to ask the definition in law of authorship, which is the quality or condition of author, particularly of a literary,
scientific and artistic work or in the Commission of a crime. Author, responsible, guilty.

autorregalo
Gift for yourself.  Something that is acquired for its own benefit and usually in recognition of their own efforts that
provided a success.

autorregula
It's a self-regulating inflection.  It means controlling, regulating, regulating yourself.

autorregular
It means regular self-employed.  Moderate, behave more wisely, ajuiciar be, reflect, improve, control.

autosolventar
It means self-financing.  Afford expenses with your own resources.  Solvency with own resources. 

autostop
In Colombia we say hitchhiking, aventon or backpack.  It refers to a mode of transport especially of young people, who
seek to be transported in their sense of travel, by different travelers, modes or means of transport, by sections and
usually free.

autóctono



It means it's from the same land or region.  Aboriginal, indigenous, natural, originating, native, vernacular, own. 

autónomo
It means it's free, independent.  He governs himself.  You have freedom to think or act.  Sovereign.  It doesn't depend on
the others. 

autumns
The correct term is autumn (without the s).  It is a word in the English language which means autumn.  It can also mean
halftime.

auxina
It is the name of the hormone that regulates the growth of plants.  There is actually a group of them.

auxo
Personification in the ancient Greece of the summer season, protector of the vegetation the plants, growth and fertility. 
As a prefix it means increase, grow.

auyentar
auyentar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chase away" being its meaning:<br>It means get away, do flee,
scare, scare.  It is the action of move people or animals of any place we want free, cleared or safe, through a gimmick or
a trick.

auyentar
It means get away, do flee, scare, scare.  It is the action of move people or animals of any place we want free, cleared
or safe, through a gimmick or a trick.


